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There were four friends Ari, Zee,   Jonathan,  and Zee’s mom. They were going 
on a plane off to Peru,   “I read a story that a guy flew 6 years ago  to puru but 
never came back” said  jonathan,   then Zee was  like “thats not true”   and then 
Ari says something geeky as always. 
 
30 minutes later we are at the Airport we all jump out the car ,´´YEAH WERE 
HERE WOOHOO´´ Zee mom said calm down everyone  we all run to are plane 
because it leaving In 40 seconds we All make it except……….. Zee ś  mom the 
doors lock know were all stuck and here so Ari  says let's get on the plane 
everyone says ok and we yell through the door bye see you in see month. 
 
 
5 hours later finally we all say except Ari she is so confused she though the plane 
ride was  5 hours and a half hour were all just like wow we did not notice we 
were the only people on the plane we get out and somehow we are At peru and 
then the plane was gone  then we go explore while Ari just crying about her 
calculation and all of a sudden zee like look a shelter johnathan it might be the 
guys cabin let go check it out everyone yeah. 
 
We look inside and there was a guy and we woke him up and he said my name is 
rand then explore looking for the volcano  ahhh we all yell johnathan like rand 
rerolpxe the explorer rand yes that is me i'm looking for a volcano it has a rare 
diamond and if you help me find it i'll split it yes we all yell Ari by telling how 
long you been on here the volcano might erupt any time now.’’ zee ‘’STOP 
SAYING GEEKY THINGS OK CHILL HAVE FUN. It’s About mid night but we don't 
have anywhere to stay said Ari.  ´´rand´ you guys can stay with me for know zee 
we all fall asleep  but me i go walk outside and Im a mile away from the place 
were staying then i here  noise no animal i know noise is like that so i start 
running then out of nowhere ari there ahhhh dont scare me like that ok i won't 
said Ari then i heard the noise again so we saw a mountain and we climb all the 
way to the top. 
 
Before you know Ari say it volcano then that thing climb up and it was like a 
combination of a bear and a  hippopotamus then it started charging and when It 



got close enough we scooch sideways and it fell in the lava. Then we a rand and 
It was morning by then and he said we need to get off this island then the volcan 
started rumbling then johnathan came and ari was rumbling and zee like what 
are you saying Ari said you said not to be geeky. zee just say it ok Ari aid so 
back awhile they did sacrifices for volcanoes and it worked then jonathan said 
let's do rock paper scissors wo goes in then we did it and  lost but  she would not 
go in then zee said i'll do it and she said Ari  push me in but Ari could not stop 
crying i  yelled DO IT please for i change my mine  then Ari pushed me in then i 
said  love you guys tell my mom i love her but the lava does not move ¨After we 
leave I should come back and double check that Zee is still there” Ari thought, 
then we all cry but rand then they find the diamond In a crack when Zee foot hit 
It then we All took one Diamond as a souvenir. 
 
Then they walk to the airport and they go back to america and the mom is 
waiting and says were is Zee than Ari says she made a choice to save us and she 
died than they all cried and the explore just disappear Then Ari take Zee’s mom 
hand and go for a walk and she says she might  be alive because the water did 
not make a splash so on monday we will go to Peru Im glad you´re the geeky 
one Ari  and Jonathan is the active one and bossy  said Zee´s mom. 
 
Seven days later the volcan is over there and do you have the rope said Ari yes i 
do said zee´s mom said ok i'll climb down and see if she in a cave or something 
Ari  said  I HIT BOTTOM IM LOOKING AROUND I SEE Her said Ari omg ahhh im 
crying tears  of joy Zee´s  mom said WERE COMING BACK UP HELP PULL US UP 
Ari said ok yes you're at the top ahhhh i'm falling. 
 
Blaah the volcano goes it rumbles then Zee woke what happening i thought i 
died she said oh no the  volcano is slowing rising and before you know the mom 
is gone and the kids jump in the water and swim and never looked back to that 
day. 
 
 
 


